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G Shift is pleased to announce that we are now an Official Reseller of
LIQUI MOLY products in South Africa!

LIQUI MOLY is a global trademark for top quality in premium lubricants,
oils, additives and service products. They offer an extensive range of
lubricants, motor and gear oils, fuel and oil additives, care products,
chemical problem-solvers and service products for cars, bikes,
commercial vehicles, construction equipment, boats or garden appliances.

For private use at home, in professional workshop applications or for
efficient industrial use: you can trust that LIQUI MOLY problem-solvers
lengthen the service life of motors and ensure excellent performance for
many years to come, boosting your driving enjoyment and reducing costs.

Download the Liqui Moly Advantage App, or visit www.liqui-moly.co.za
for more information on specific products across their wide range of
applications.

Contact Us if you require further information.
gshift.za@gmail.com
www.gshift.co.za



Automotive
Whatever the time of year: car care is
always in season. In the cold months,
snow, ice and road salt take a toll; in the
spring and summer, pollen and bird and
insect droppings cover the paintwork and
windows. At the same time, the vehicle
interior is subject to all kinds of stress all
year round. Products from LIQUI MOLY
ensure optimum care and protection for
all vehicles. To make sure your
customers enjoy their cars' inner and
outer qualities for as long as possible.

LIQUI MOLY 
Range

Motorbike
Whether for a motorcycle, moped,
scooter, trike, quad bike or go-cart. For
the road, off-road or race circuit. For the
engine, gears or suspension fork. LIQUI
MOLY offers you motor oils, gear oils,
fork oils and filter oils, as well as
additives, perfectly tailored to the needs
of two-wheeled vehicles. A range of care
products like chain grease, leather balm
and visor cleaner round off our full
MOTORBIKE selection.

Download the Liqui Moly Advantage App, or visit www.liqui-moly.co.za for more
information on specific products across their wide range of applications.



Bike
LIQUI MOLY has also mastered
products for bikes without engines to
perfection, as shown by our BIKE
program. This special product line for
bicycles and e-bikes covers everything a
cyclist could wish for, from chain oil to
chain spray, multi-functional spray to
bicycle cleaner, right through to tire
repair spray. So that your bike is
perfectly lubricated and excellently
protected on any terrain.

LIQUI MOLY 
Range

Aero
With products of the LIQUI MOLY AERO
product family you will enjoy the
improved technical and optical condition
of your aircraft. Already during the early
product development phase we were
able to profit from the valuable know-how
and knowledge of active pilots. Thanks to
this, the products suit perfectly their field
of application. We do not only offer you
the modern products for GA-Aircraft, we
are happy to also inform you and keep
you updated on latest tests, activities and
news in this range of products. After
months of development, innumerable
test for further improvement and
numerous real flights we now offer
modern, incomparable maintenance and
safety products.

Download the Liqui Moly Advantage App, or visit www.liqui-moly.co.za for more
information on specific products across their wide range of applications.



Marine
Whether you're a motorboat driver, sailor
or fishing enthusiast: LIQUI MOLY offers
you a complete product range for the
safe operation of diesel and gasoline
motors – perfectly geared towards your
maritime needs. Unique solutions, such
as our highly effective biocide to fight
diesel pest, ensure that you do not end
up floundering on the water. All additives,
motor oils, gear oils and greases, as well
as service and care products from our
MARINE product line deliver maximum
benefits. So you're always excellently
prepared when you set sail.

LIQUI MOLY 
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Download the Liqui Moly Advantage App, or visit www.liqui-moly.co.za for more
information on specific products across their wide range of applications.


